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A PERSUASIVE 
INTRODUCTION

A few years ago I calculated that if you stretched all the text I’d written into a single line in Times 

New Roman 12 point font it would run over ten miles long. This proves three things:

• I’ve written a LOT of content.

• I’m a complete writing nerd.

• I was obviously in between writing assignments at the time.

Since there’s no one with more opinions about writing than a writer, you’ll find a LOT of advice 

online about it. It’s the one thing that we writers never seem to get writer’s block about. But 

writing a lot does not automatically make you a great writer. It helps, but it’s not enough. And 

even if you master one kind of writing – short fiction, for example – that does not mean you’re 

competent in all kinds of writing. 

In short, just because you can write a college thesis or you’re good at blogging doesn’t mean  

that you can write eCommerce copy that does a good job of encouraging people to click that 

BUY button. 
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You CAN do this. You don’t need to have advanced degrees or training. Sure, that helps.  

Rule #1

But all great persuasive writing stems from the act of one 
real person talking to another real person they like about 
something they care about … that’s it. 

You will be able to write persuasive copy because you can be 
honest, empathetic, and enthusiastic. 

If you are selling products that you do not like yourself, it’s going to be a problem. I don’t care how 

gifted the writer, if the person doing the writing hates cats and the website is selling pet supplies 

for cat owners, that hostility will come through. 

If you don’t like your customers – and believe it or not, some retailers don’t – then that’s also 

going to be a problem for the same reason. 

But if you like your business and the products you sell, AND you have a natural affection for the 

target market, then you can do this. 

Honest means that you truly believe that your products are good and deliver value … so you can 

say so with total confidence. Empathetic means that you give a darn about the person buying 

the product because you like them and want them to be happy and successful. Enthusiasm is an 

indicator that you like the products yourself and would likely buy them if you had the need and 

opportunity – you might even own or use some of them yourself already. 

If you can’t be honest, empathetic, and enthusiastic … I can’t help you. Those things are hard to 

fake – and you shouldn’t even try. They are the most persuasive elements in any communication. 

If you do not have them, then reconsider your business model, get different products to sell, or 

find a writer who can truthfully be those things. 

If you do have those three things in place, then we are ready to go. The rest of this guide is 

dedicated to helping you do a better job of writing persuasively by building on this foundation.
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Few people like to be “sold.” Don’t get me wrong, sales and the language of sales are important. 

But people have a LOT of sales resistance. Rightly or wrongly, they associate “sales” with 

“pressure.” Pressure can take on a lot of forms – emotional, embarrassment, peer influence, loss, 

fear, etc. 

People write eCommerce text every day that “describes” and “sells” products using pressure. But 

in my experience, text that “persuades” is more consistently successful. But although persuasion 

can include elements of traditional “sales language,” it’s something else entirely. 

Persuasive writing nudges the reader over the line from doubt or disagreement into relative 

confidence and agreement – a kind of belief. If you write persuasively, the reader is more likely 

to AGREE with you when you are done. They do not feel pressured or concerned about their 

decision because they not only believe, they WANT to believe, and that belief feels natural to 

them.

Simply stated, persuasive writing performs better, is longer lasting, and is more likely to generate 

customer satisfaction. Done well, persuasive writing is like a marketing super-power. 

What is Persuasive Writing?

Like we said at the very beginning, the first three irreplaceable elements of persuasion are 

honesty, empathy, and enthusiasm. After that, it comes down to some simple mechanics and 

tactics based upon solid social science. You are probably already familiar with the elements of 

writing basic sales and marketing copy. 

Persuasive writing has elements too. 

The elements of persuasive writing are:

• Word choice

• Length

• Tone

We are going to dive in to each one and discover ways to apply the elements of persuasion to 

the elements of eCommerce marketing copy. The result will be text that is more persuasive AND 

more effective. But there are challenges. 

The Elements of Persuasive Writing
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The Biggest Challenge to Persuasive Writing

Simple … Google. 

Well, not “Google” per se, but all search engines. That’s because in a truly bizarre twist on modern life,  

It’s Easy...Almost

online writers have to convince, cajole, beg, and even trick 
search engines into displaying their content before they get 
the opportunity to persuade an actual customer of anything 
at all.  

Yes, it’s called Search Engine Optimization (SEO). 

But notice that it’s NOT called SMSO (Sell More Stuff Optimization). All SEO does is get people 

seeing your links. Since the search engine code is a cold, impersonal algorithm written by a 

software engineer prior to the last update six months ago, it should not surprise anyone that 

optimizing content to satisfy SEO does not automatically satisfy the online shopper. 

I am constantly amazed at how even the big boys of retail have been lulled into thinking that SEO 

is all that matters. Take a look at the screen shot below. At the time that I wrote this guide, this 

item is one of the top results for the search “woman’s blouse.” 

The SEO is great! And it’s posted on Amazon from a major, big-name designer. But whoever 

posted this product – God love ‘em – is just phoning it in. It makes you wonder of the person 

even likes women’s fashions at all.

Sure, all that basic product info is good to have. A shopper will want to know that it’s made of 

polyester and that it’s “Dry Clean Only.” But imagine if they took just a few minutes to write a few 

words about how a bright, pull-over summer blouse makes you feel when you put it on – how it’s 

flattering to the figure from shoulders to hips? Do you think that they might sell one or two more 

of them online?

SEO is awesome and a modern business can’t survive unless customers can find them 

easily. There are trained professionals who do nothing but SEO for a living. When it comes to 

maximizing SEO using things like meta tags, image names, alt-tags, heading tags, and site 

organization, there are tons of best practices out there. Do every single one of those things if 

you can. 
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But, when it comes to sales copy that you want the customer 
to actually read, the balance has to swing WAY over the “real 
person” side of the equation. 

This doesn’t mean that you ignore good SEO policies. Consider … every other SEO tactic does 

not diminish the user experience (UX). Properly named and tagged images still look the same, 

page organization and site maps are nearly irrelevant to the user, product names are almost 

synonymous with search terms, and product meta tags are totally transparent. 

Text is supposed to be read by real people. Optimizing text so the Google-machines are happy is 

likely to make purchasing customers less happy. There’s no getting around it. Modern marketing 

copy serves two fickle masters. This means a balanced approach is vital. 

Work in a few high-priority SEO terms into your sales copy … that’s just fine. But when push 

comes to shove and a customer is reading your product description, that user wants to be your 

top priority … and they should be. Don’t neglect your SEO, but in your sales and marketing copy, 

persuasion is job #1.

The Second Biggest Challenge to Persuasive Writing
You … and all those English classes you had drummed into you from grade school, through high 

school, and then into college. Let me give you a quick example of what I mean … something that I 

personally still struggle with from the “programming” of my English classes. 

Don’t Say I Didn’t Warn You
I was taught to avoid contractions. I distinctly remember in the 6th grade, my English teacher 

– who was a very smart and a nice person – deducted points if we used contractions in our 

writing. 

• “Cannot” was never “can’t.”

• “Is not” was never “isn’t.”

• “Will not” was never “won’t.”

My teacher was – and still is – absolutely correct about that … when it comes to formal writing. 

I still apply every single rule she taught me when I am writing things like legal text, technology 

white papers, and even the privacy policies you see (but never read) on websites. 

The problem is that real people don’t talk or think that way, and the shorter and tighter your 

text the more likely it is to be read and comprehended fast. Word count matters in so many 

ways (more on that in a bit). So, when I go back to edit something I’ve written, I ALWAYS end 

up rewriting to use more contractions that tighten up the language so it feels more like natural 

conversation. 
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I am NOT saying that all those well-meaning professors taught you anything “wrong” at all. 

I am saying that the age of the internet has democratized language in very powerful and 

meaningful ways. Yes, basic grammar counts and spelling is hugely important. But you only have 

that customer’s attention for a moment and you can’t afford to waste a second of it. Quality, 

conversational writing sells and persuades, textbook language just doesn’t. 
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All writing starts with the basic building blocks of meaning – words. So let’s start there.

Feel The Need … The Need For Speed
Studies vary all over the place, but even though there are about a quarter million English words1,  

the average person is familiar with between 10,000 and 20,000 of them (depending on their age 

and education). Most sources suggest that the average person only USES about 1/10th of their 

vocabulary to get through life day-to-day. So that means people actually use about 2,000 words 

to go about their life most of the time. 

These are the words that people process quickly. They don’t even have to think about them at 

all. They don’t have to pause to “sound them out” or look them up to understand them. When real 

people read these words, they absorb the entire word as a whole. These are the words that get 

into the brain fast and frictionless. 

A HUGE Compliment
One of my customers is a linguist by education. One day she commented that I was the only 

person she knew who wrote like they spoke. She meant it as a compliment – and I took it that 

way. Most people think that they have to “try” to write. And most people are worried about being 

judged by the words that they use. 

WORD CHOICE

[1]  Editors of the Oxford English Dictionary as reported by Lingoholic, viewed on July 23, 2017: https://www.lingholic.com/how-many-words-do-i-
need-to-know-the-955-rule-in-language-learning-part-2/

https://www.lingholic.com/how-many-words-do-i-need-to-know-the-955-rule-in-language-learning-part-2/
https://www.lingholic.com/how-many-words-do-i-need-to-know-the-955-rule-in-language-learning-part-2/
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This causes them to use big, flowery adjectives in long, run-on sentences. Sometimes they even 

feel the need to sprinkle in a few foreign language words or five-syllable whoppers because they 

want to be thought of as smart and clever.

You’ve got to know your audience – sometimes fancy words are totally appropriate. But 

customers don’t want to feel dumb and the more complicated the word the more it slows a 

reader down. I edit and re-edit my marketing text to ALWAYS try my best to stick to the top 2,000 

most commonly-used words in the English language whenever possible. If I am using a word 

outside the top 5,000 words, I make darn sure I really need to. 

If you want to see or download a word frequency list, I’ve put a link in the footnote at the bottom 

of the page2.  But there’s no way you can compare and measure every single word. That’s just not 

practical. So what’s a busy entrepreneur or copywriter to do?

The Basics
The academic sources disagree … a lot. But generally, if you write as if you were speaking to 

someone aged eight to ten years old (between the 3rd and 5th grade reading level) you will most 

likely be on target. It’s what I do and it takes some getting used to, but now it comes more easily 

for me. It will for you too with a little practice.

This is NOT “dumbing down” your writing and it’s NOT “talking down” to your customers. That’s 

the wrong way to look at it. 

You’re giving your eCommerce copy speed. You’ll be putting 
your marketing text in a Ferrari on a racetrack to the middle 
of a customer’s head. 

And when you do, you become more persuasive. 

Pro Tip
If you are already in business, find the social media accounts of a dozen of your best, most 

frequent customers. Read their social media feeds – Facebook, Twitter, Instagram – before you 

start to write any of your marketing copy. You will see the kinds of words they use and how they 

talk online with their friends.

On Instagram and Twitter, you can even see who your best customers are following. Locate the 

prominent people your customers are listening to – the influencers – and you will know who 

inspires them and whose products they already love. This will not just help you write better, more 

targeted ad copy, but you might discover new products and ideas for content that attracts people 

like them. This simple “preparation” tactic can put you in your customer’s head and help you 

understand their online voice and vocabulary.

[2]  Word Frequency Data: http://www.wordfrequency.info/free.asp 

http://www.wordfrequency.info/free.asp 
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If I had More Time I Would Have Written Shorter 
Descriptions
There is a famous quote: “If I had more time, I would have written a shorter letter.” It’s a GREAT 

quote, right? Some people say it’s from Ben Franklin, others say Cicero or Woodrow Wilson (we 

trust Quote Investigator3). But it doesn’t really matter who said it first.  

LENGTH

Be brief, pithy, tight, concise, succinct, crisp … I don’t care 
what you call it, just do it. 

This applies to everything:

• Number of paragraphs and length of each paragraph.

• The number of sentences per paragraph and length of each sentence.

• Number of words per sentence and length of each word.

I LOVE words. This means that I have to work extra hard to make sure I don’t write more than is 

needed. I usually spend more time cutting out chunks of words and trimming up paragraphs 

than I spend writing them in the first place. This is more important than ever before because:

• People haven’t changed in thousands of years (not really).

• Shorter words are easy to read fast (see the previous section). 

• Short sentences have more rhythm and are memorable.

And … 

• The current state of technology and human behavior DEMANDS it.

[3]   There are so many false quotes out there on the internet … it’s crazy! Garson O’Toole has been defending the truth about quotes for years and 
he does great work. You can find the quote referenced above here: http://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/04/28/shorter-letter/ 

http://quoteinvestigator.com/2012/04/28/shorter-letter/ 
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Meet The First FAST 50

The first three bullet points above speak for themselves. So let’s start with the last one, because 

if you don’t care about length now, you soon will because it’s easy to prove.

TaskHusky works with hundreds of eCommerce store owners each month. So we see LOTS of 

online traffic reports as part of our job when we are helping with SEO and website optimization 

tasks. In almost every case, the amount of traffic from mobile devices – mostly smartphones – 

is more than the half of all traffic for initial users.

And you have to remember that not only is eCommerce traffic coming more and more from 

phones, but it’s coming through sales channels outside of eCommerce websites – things 

like social media, email links, and third-party sellers. If you are on the Shopify platform, you 

already know this. And an even greater majority of traffic on these sales channels comes via 

smartphones … it’s not even close.

The First FAST 50 refers to the words you use to make that first, persuasive impression. The 

reason that you only get fifty words is because the product image is going to take up nearly half 

the screen space on a phone. Well, if you’ve followed our best practices for perfect eCommerce 

photos it will, because the image will be perfectly formatted, square-shaped, and load super-fast. 

In all responsive websites (like Shopify and other leading eCommerce solutions), product images 

will default to the native width of the phone plus a bit of padding that is hard coded in. 

So let’s look at an example. The iPhone image on this page is at exactly 100% scale. The text 

is an industry-standard font (Myriad Pro) at 9 point and standard web spacing. With a properly 

formatted image, a call-to-action button, and First FAST 50 words of random-generated text, 

everything still fits nicely on the screen. 

Different product layouts and skins will behave differently. And your developer can tweak things 

here and there. But in our visual-obsessed world, you don’t want ONLY text to be on the screen. 

At a minimum you never want the customer to have to scroll completely away from the image or 

call to action in order to read your most important text. 

They say a picture is worth a thousand words. I say that a 
great image4 with a First FAST 50 words is worth a heck of 
a lot more than that. It becomes a solid one-two punch of 
persuasion. 

[4]   Again … if you haven’t read the article, “A Practical eCommerce Guide to Perfect Product Photos” you really should. It’s completely free and  
it can make a big difference in your marketing.

https://www.taskhusky.com/blogs/ecommerce-insights/a-practical-ecommerce-guide-to-perfect-product-photos
https://www.taskhusky.com/blogs/ecommerce-insights/a-practical-ecommerce-guide-to-perfect-product-photos
https://www.taskhusky.com/blogs/ecommerce-insights/a-practical-ecommerce-guide-to-perfect-product-photos
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I totally get it … sometimes you simply need to write more than fifty words of text. But believe me 

when I tell you that – in the vast majority of cases – you can effectively write persuasive product 

descriptions in fifty words or less. 

If you need to write more than fifty words, make sure that the first paragraph is limited to fifty 

words and that 90% of your persuasion is in that First FAST 50. If you do this your product 

messages will sink deep into the customer’s brain faster and better.

What about Other Kinds of eCommerce Text?
Your About Us page might have two or three paragraphs, right? Your return policies and shipping 

instructions could easily go beyond fifty words too. In any and all cases, if you want your 

customers to easily accept, understand, and believe what you say, the rules of persuasion hold – 

shorter is better … ALWAYS. Keep each paragraph targeted at fifty words. 
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Nothing Beats The Real You
As you read this, it may seem like I am trying to change your “style” of writing. But that’s not the 

case at all. What I am trying to do is give you the key tactics that will make YOUR own unique 

style more persuasive. 

There’s a famous lawyer named Gerry Spence5.  He’s famous for two things: being a kind of crazy 

cowboy character and for never losing a case. He wrote a book called “How To Argue And Win 

Every Time.” This book had a big impact on me and it influences my writing style to this day. 

The main idea in the book is that people want to trust and believe in you, so you should never 

give them a reason not to. For him, even wearing high-dollar Armani suites like the other lawyers 

felt false … like a lie. And he believed that being himself in every way possible – including the 

way he talked and dressed and even the way he walked around the courtroom – made him more 

believable in the eyes of the real people who served in juries … it made him more persuasive. 

So again, if you can be honest about your products, have empathy for your customers, and are 

enthusiastic about what you are selling, you don’t have to copy the tone or style of anyone else. 

Just be yourself. But there are still a few techniques to keep in mind. 

TONE

13A Comprehensive Guide to Writing Powerful eCommerce Copy Tone

[5]   If you want to know more about Gerry Spence, start with his Wikipedia page: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerry_Spence 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerry_Spence 
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Start With “Why”
Back in 2009, Simon Sinek published a book called “Start With Why.” That led to the famous TED 

Talk, which launched his public career6.   His big idea is that you have two choices when you want 

to influence human behavior: Manipulation or Inspiration. Manipulation is the one most people 

use because it is easiest and it does work up to a point. In Sinek’s view, communicating things 

like price, promotions, fear, and novelty are kinds of manipulation. 

Sinek goes on to say that manipulations can lead to individual transactions, but not loyalty. And 

the more manipulations a person experiences, the less they tend to work. He thinks – and I agree 

– that when you start by communicating a “why” you are ultimately more successful. 

He says, 

“People don’t buy what you do, they buy why you do it.” When 
it comes to eCommerce, I say it this way: manipulations do 
not persuade.

In that book, he is talking about broader topics of leadership at big companies and in politics. 

But the idea holds true in just about every sales and marketing situation. Whether you are writing 

about your eCommerce business and need text for the About Us page or are writing your First 

FAST 50 words for a product description, always ask yourself “why” your company or product 

should matter to them. 

To be very clear, I am not saying that you shouldn’t use things like scarcity and limited-time 

offers – those are a part of sales and advertising. But I AM saying that – when it comes to your 

eCommerce copy – if you start with “why” the information gets into a customer’s head faster and 

intuitively. 

The “why” messages for products can be simple. And the “why” is almost never related to the 

actual function or utility of the product. Things like:

• Gadgets – “You’ll be the first one in the office to have the next gen VR headset.” (I’ll be the cool 

guy)

• Jackets – “When you want to keep totally warm and dry and look good doing it ….” (I don’t 

want to look like a dork during the next storm like Bob did)

• Cooking – “At first sniff, this BBQ spice rub will leave the neighbors begging for your secret.” 

(I’ll be envied and valued)

The point is, your leading sentence can’t just say what a product “does” or what it’s made of. It 

should tell them why the product matters to them. 

[6]   It’s hard to believe that this was eight years ago. If you want to listen to the talk, you can find it here: https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_
how_great_leaders_inspire_action

https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
https://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action
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Does This Work On Other Kinds of eCommerce Text?
Starting with “Why” works even better when you are talking about you and your company. But it 

is harder to implement. For example, if you ask an entrepreneur why they started their business, 

they might say:

• I wanted to work for myself.

• I wanted to get rich.

• I got laid off and needed something to do. 

• It seemed like fun.

• Everybody knows that the internet is where all the action is.

And there’s the rub. Those might be the truth. If any of those ARE the truth, just keep it to yourself 

because if word gets out about that, no one will want to buy from you. 

If, on the other hand, you started selling pet grooming supplies online because … 

“I’m a life-long dog-lover who got fed up with paying high prices for cheap 
product in the big-box retain warehouse stores. And it’s been great because we 
share the love forward by supporting the dogs we love – a portion of every sale 
is donated to the national dog-rescue community.”

That’s a “why” worth telling. Granted, its’ not a “high-concept-why” like the ones masterfully 

communicated by companies like Apple and Southwest Airlines … but it will do. People like to buy 

from companies when they know “why” the company exists at all and “why” it matters.

If you apply this to your company message, take your time. This is not like writing some 

corporate mission and vison statement (which are gobbledy-gook most of the time). And it’s 

more than just a tagline – though a great tagline might communicate a part of your “why 

message.” Don’t just throw something up on the website and think that you’ve checked-off the 

“Start With Why” box. Remember … if you “Start With Why,” if has to be authentic and true. Never 

EVER lie with the why.

Always Know Who You’re Talking To … Then Talk To 
THEM!
Most people approach writing – and all communications – with vanity. Note that I didn’t say 

“selfishly” or “greedily” because if people REALLY wanted to be greedy they would communicate 

in ways that generated the most revenue (sales) all the time. 

Instead, people communicate while trying to sound smart, hip, savvy, intelligent, or something 

else. People try – mistakenly – to use written communication so that other people will think 

good things about them, the writer. But if your customer thinks you’re smart or witty, that doesn’t 

mean that they are going to be persuaded to buy something from you. 
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Hey … if you are genuinely smart and witty, that REALLY helps. What I’m saying is that if you 

are using writing to PROVE that you are smart and witty rather than to deliver value and 

persuasion, you are failing as a writer. Persuasive writing needs to communicate the kinds of 

things that the customer needs and wants to hear to click the BUY button in confidence and 

belief. And that means that 

you have to spend a little time NOT thinking about 
yourself or your product … you need to think about THEM. 

So until the machines take over completely and we’re all living inside the “Matrix,” remember that 

real humans still make eCommerce buying decisions. Like we said at the beginning, SEO makes 

your site and content display in search results. At that point, it instantly becomes all about those 

human eyes. Once the human makes the selection, the machines can only watch and analyze 

from a distance – trying to learn something about human behavior that they can use next time 

around. Now it’s all about you and the customer … two people.

Persona / Profile … Tomāto / Tomäto 
In order to speak effectively to a customer, you need to know a bit about who they are as a 

person. Some marketing pros call this “building personas” and some call it “demographic 

profiles.” In larger companies, marketing teams gather customer data and then huddle in the 

conference room over a box of donuts to write up detailed descriptions of their core customer 

base. 

These descriptions can be extremely detailed – even to the point of being a little spooky – 

and include age range, education level, relationship status … and these days even restaurant 

preferences and entertainment info gathered from social media data mining services. 

The national retailer White House – Black Market has even named their customer profile – 

“Sydney.” New employees learn all about “Sydney” and practice roll-playing with each staff 

member taking a turn pretending to be “Sydney” while another attempts conversation and a 

practice sale. They do this to remain familiar with the customer as a real person … not just as an 

anonymous number on a credit card. 

You DON’T need to do all that. Sure, if you’re a big company and have the resources, then you 

likely have a marketing MBA on staff to run through the exercise of creating a customer profile. 

But for 99% of the eCommerce merchants out there it’s just NOT practical. But you CAN think 

about your customer –  

actually imagine a customer in your head – and write text like 
you’re talking to a person that’s right in front of you.
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You might be surprised at the difference it makes. It makes every word of the copy more personal 

and meaningful. Among other things, you stop using terms like “he or she,” “his and hers,” and 

“the buyer” and start referring to your customer as “you” and “your.” 

Let me give you a comparative example. 

#1 – Impersonal

“This innovative rear-view mirror will allow the driver to see all the traffic around their car at all 

times to increase safety.”

#2 – Personal

“This innovative rear-view mirror will keep you and your family safe. No more surprise cut-offs or 

blind spots – you’ll see everything on the road around you, all the time.”

Which one is more persuasive? Can you imagine ever talking to a real person like in that first 

example? Does it sound like the merchant in the first example likes the customer and wants 

them to be safe? I have read hundreds if not thousands of impersonal product descriptions. 

Sometimes I’ll send the merchant a private note with suggestions because I WANT them to 

succeed. 

Remember that Calvin Klein ad from Amazon at the beginning of this guide? Let’s see if we can 

help their copywriter out and apply what we learned. 

Analysis
• Every word is “top 2k” in usage, but doesn’t sound simple. Only five words have more than 

two syllables.

• There are exactly fifty words – the First FAST 50 – and it looks great on a phone. 

• The description “Starts With Why.”

• We know who the customer is and we speak directly to her in a friendly voice that she would 

recognize.  

You might think it’s my imagination, but with the right text in place, the model in the image seems 

look more satisfied and confident. It’s the exact same photograph and layout, but the words and 

text work together to create a greater meaning. It’s not your imagination. It’s persuasive.

Let’s Get Practical
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SUMMARY

Published documents like this always have a summary section that reviews all the key points. 

I’ve always found them a little redundant. And besides … I just don’t think that you need to see a 

rehashed bullet-point list at the end to get value out of this guide. 

But there is a point that is worth rehashing – and it’s the biggest point of all. It’s not magic and it’s 

not rocket science. If you are honest, empathetic, and enthusiastic you are the perfect person to 

start writing great eCommerce copy for your website. 

You … CAN … do this!
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TaskHusky is an innovative web studio based in Kalamazoo, Michigan, focused on delivering 

exceptional service to eCommerce store owners on the Shopify & Shopify Plus platforms. We 

specialize in working with small businesses with new or growing eCommerce presences. You 

can learn more about TaskHusky and the services we provide at husky.com.

Disclaimer
This document reflects the opinions and experience of the authors as a non-compensated service to the community. It 

is provided “as-is,” and no warrantee is expressed or implied as to the serviceability or applicability of any information or 

recommendation for any particular purpose, application, and / or environment. It is the reader’s responsibility to conduct their 

own diligent research, consult experts, and determine whether this information is valid and applicable to them. Additionally, 

the reader understands that the use of this documentation constitutes agreement to any additional relevant terms of use as 

may be published on the taskhusky.com website, which are subject to periodic updates and changes. 

Copyright and Trademark Notices
This document may contain text or images from other online sources. These are included in this document under well-

established “fair use” provisions covering the limited use of published material for commentary and criticism, among other 

applications7.  Those text and images remain the copyright of their respective owners. All product names, brands, and 

trademarks mentioned in this document remain the property of their respective owners. With respect to the preceding, this 

document in its entirety is ©TaskHusky 2017 and protected under international copyright law. This document may be re-

distributed to anyone in its entirety, however, it must remain intact and unchanged with all branding, copyright notices, and 

disclaimers clearly visible. 
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[7]   For an overview of “fair use” policies, refer to American Bar Association publications, including: https://www.americanbar.org/publications/
gp_solo/2011/september/fair_use_news_reviews.html

https://www.americanbar.org/publications/gp_solo/2011/september/fair_use_news_reviews.html
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